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Introduction The use of open-source software (OSS) in Java applications is prevalent [Ku18; Wa20]. However, vulnerabilities like Log4Shell have emphasized the importance of updating OSS quickly. Manually finding compatible updates is challenging, especially for transitive dependencies. However, developers are hesitant to update and skeptical of tools like Dependabot since they fear introducing incompatibilities that break their application [BKH15; HG22; Ku18; MP17; Wa20]. To address this concern, UpCy 4 proposes updates with minimal incompatibilities by analyzing how the application uses a dependency. It utilizes the min-(s,t)-cut algorithm and a graph database of Maven Central.

Compatible Updates When updating dependencies, developers must be cautious to avoid breaking existing functionality. The dependency’s location in the application’s dependency tree determines the options for updating. For every update, developers must ensure that the app still compiles, links with other dependencies, and executes successfully. Additionally, dependencies belonging to one framework must be updated consistently.

UpCy’s Design We created UpCy to help find OSS dependency updates for Java apps with minimum incompatibilities. It computes a min-(s,t)-cut on the app’s dependency graph and runs queries against a full Maven Central dependency graph. As an output, developers get a set of OSS to update to the target version. UpCy executes the following steps:

First, UpCy builds the app’s unified dependency graph to identify which parts of the OSS’s API the app uses. The unified dependency graph combines the app’s dependency graph with its call graph, created with the static analysis framework Soot [Va10].

Second, UpCy checks if a naïve update (simply increasing the version number of the OSS—as applied by state-of-the-art tools) leads to source-code or binary incompatibilities.

Third, if the naïve update yields incompatibilities, UpCy tries to identify updates of a (set of) dependencies with fewer incompatibilities. To do this, UpCy computes the minimal number of compatibilities an update has to fulfill by computing min-(s,t)-cuts on the undirected unified dependency graph with the app $s \in S$ and the vulnerable OSS $t \in T$. Since each edge
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in the graph represents a compatibility requirement, the min-(s,t)-cut represents the number of compatibilities that may be violated if dependencies in \( T \) are updated. For each found min-cut, \textsc{UpCy} queries our Neo4j graph database of Maven Central to find compatible and non-vulnerable versions of the dependencies in \( T \) by mapping the compatibility requirements to Neo4j’s query language Cypher.

Fourth, if the graph database returns updates, \textsc{UpCy} assesses the changes in the app’s dependency tree and computes which API calls in the unified dependency graph may suffer from incompatibilities if the update is applied.

**Evaluation** A thorough evaluation of 29,698 updates across 380 projects shows that \textsc{UpCy} consistently generated fewer incompatibilities than other state-of-the-art tools. Impressively, 70.1% of the updates generated by \textsc{UpCy} resulted in zero incompatibilities.

**Data Availability** \textsc{UpCy} and our evaluation are available on GitHub https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/upcy and Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7037673.
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